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CONTEMPORARY COMPOSERS 

Roger Reynolds Now in his early eighties, the American composer remains fascinated with perceiving sound in
new ways, writes Philip Clark 

Roger Reynolds’s training as an engineer stood him in good stead for a lifetime of reverse-engineering the puppet-
string connectivity between instrumental technique and sound. Reynolds, who studied engineering physics at the
University of Michigan during the 1950s, is an American composer in the sense that Elliott Carter was a composer
who happened to be American. Their music has resisted resonating in stylistic sympathy with the vernacular of
American music. Not for Reynolds evocations of bareback riding through the prairies, squashed blue notes or
swinging brass sections. 

Cutting deeper into music than merely playing with stylistic hooks, Reynolds’s work has instead grown out of the
bedrock of American experimentalism. Like Ruth Crawford Seeger, Henry Cowell and James Tenney, Reynolds is a
loose compositional canon whose project has always been to perceive sound in new ways. But as Professor at the
University of California, San Diego, Reynolds has also espoused the importance of carefully documented research
– he is founder of the University’s Centre for Research in Computing and the Arts, and has worked at IRCAM in
Paris – making him an intriguingly multi-faceted figure. 

Reynolds’s Sanctuary repositions the percussion discussion by purposefully writing directly against the grain 

The first time Reynolds’s music really spoke to me, I was enduring a long train journey armed with only my laptop
and a copy of Sanctuary (2003-07), Reynolds’s cycle of pieces for solo percussionist and percussion ensemble
released by Mode Records on DVD in 2011. Ever since Edgard Varèse pioneered the whole idea of music
conceived for percussion ensemble in 1931 with his Ionisation, compositions that have added something
genuinely fresh and forward-looking to the gestural and colouristic vocabulary of notated percussion music have
come along only occasionally: Stockhausen’s Zyklus, Xenakis’s Pléïades, Reich’s Drumming. But Reynolds’s piece
repositions the percussion discussion by purposefully writing directly against the grain. What, he asks, could
happen in sound if each finger of the percussionist’s hand was notated for – each finger taking a distinctive role in
the work’s harmonic identity, like the fingers of a pianist’s hand? What happens to sound – as filtered through
pitched gongs, a woodblock and various miscellaneous objects – is that Reynolds manages to score clear-cut,
explicit expressive shapes over musical hardware used more often to generate generalised washes of sound or
punctuate the approach of an inevitable harmonic point of arrival. And then Reynolds adds to the atmosphere of
aural trompe-l’oeil by wiring the percussionist’s fingers (the always-excellent Steven Schick) through an electronic
processing system that subliminally transforms the sounds right at the moment of their creation. Sanctuary grew
out of Reynolds’s hunch that unpicking what he termed ‘the choreography of motion’, triggered whenever a
percussionist performs, might bear creative fruit. And this need to rethink basic patterns of behaviour, to intervene
just at the moment when an instrumentalist is about to make an instinctive technical move, has marked Reynolds’s
music from the beginning. 

In 1962, Reynolds worked up the Wallace Stevens poem The Emperor of Ice-Cream into a music-theatre piece that
walked and talked like no other. Reynolds’s score carefully shepherds the movement of his eight vocal soloists
around the stage. Where sounds come from on the stage, and how they relate spatially to other sounds, lends the
music a deep internal counterpoint of motion – flip forwards 50 years to Sanctuary and the audience is
encouraged to walk around the performance space to soak up the sounds from different perspectives. The orderly
protocol of singers reading melodic patterns off the page is rechannelled via graphic notation that sends distorted
stave shapes scattering across the page; and for Sanctuary Reynolds devised a notation that prescribed rhythms
and melodic shapes (ranging from single stabs to scurrying across the instruments) and left the percussionist to
choose instruments best suited to realising his score’s potential. 

Reynolds’s 1987 Symphony[Vertigo] wrote similar concerns into a score that rethought the symphonic ideal. A
phrase from Milan Kundera’s novel The Unbearable Lightness of Being – ‘anyone whose goal is “something
higher” must expect to suffer vertigo’ – gave Reynolds his creative in. The piece is built from concurrently floating
layers of texture – ‘an array of 
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sounds’, Reynolds says, ‘which enact replicating and divergent patterns within an extensive range of possible,
chosen behavioural fields’. And if you’re wondering why Reynolds would opt to label his piece a ‘symphony’,
there’s your answer: these layers of texture exhibit very specific identities – like subject groups – that develop in
relation to the contrasted materials surrounding it. 

reynolds facts Born Detroit, USA, July 18, 1934 Education University of Michigan, initially to study engineering
physics, then to study piano; also composition with Ross Lee Finney, and later Roberto Gerhard. Career Has
taught at University of California, San Diego since 1969. Pupils include Paul Dresher, David Felder, David Lang
and Michael Gordon Breakthrough work The Emperor of Ice-Cream, premiered 1965 at the Nuova Consonanza
Festival, Rome Definitive work Sanctuary (2003-07) On Reynolds ‘One can say that, just as Elliott Carter came from
neo-classicism and became Europeanised, Reynolds became Europeanised from the direction of
experimentalism, perhaps especially after his residencies at IRCAM…in 1981-1982. It is a telling detail of
Reynolds’s career that he became, in 1989, the first composer since Ives from an experimentalist background to
win the normally conservative Pulitzer Prize for music.’ Kyle Gann (American Music in the Twentieth Century;
Schirmer Books, 1998) Reynolds on Reynolds ‘The realm of human action and experience has, through history,
been constantly altered as technologies emerged. Only with the advent of digital technologies did these become
weightless and re-programmable. In that way, digital processes allow us for the first time to go further than was
possible with what [American systems theorist and architect] Buckminster Fuller called “the mechanical extensions
of man”. The extensions are no longer mechanical.’ (2011) 

Each movement has solo instruments point up textural peculiarities, creating leering distance between soloist
voices and the orchestral body. During the first movement, computer processing spins the illusion of piano sounds
being screen-grabbed out of the orchestra and played in sudden slow motion. Ten years later, with Two Voices –
an allegory, commissioned by the Philadelphia Orchestra – Reynolds developed that orchestral concept further:
computer-processed sound weaves sonic illusion inside the orchestra as sounds are isolated or mashed together
and bounced around the ensemble in ways that would prove impossible to achieve acoustically. 

Born in Detroit in 1934, and now a markedly youthful octogenarian, currently Reynolds is feeding all his
discoveries 

CONTEMPORARY COMPOSERS 

about theatre – instrumental and dramatic – into a sequence of multi-media works of unusual scope and ambition
concerned with perceptions of myth. Like Sanctuary, 2012-13’s george WASHINGTON scratches beneath the
surface of what you might expect to find in a theatre piece anchored around a major historical icon to unearth
more complex realities. Myths surrounding George Washington are etched around a handful of portraits and what
Reynolds has called the ‘publicly constructed persona’ of his speeches. But the real Washington is to be found in
his letters and diaries. As he built a libretto for his piece, Reynolds commented: ‘I was staggered by his wisdom,
his sensitivity, even his ability to be poetic and to make emotively potent statements.’ 

Excavating layers of myth – as Harrison Birtwistle and Helmut Lachenmann have both discovered in their own
music-theatre works – can be a useful ground plan for journeying through a piece of music, inventing fiction as you
go. george WASHINGTON deals in muddled layers of truth – of pure orchestral sounds against orchestral music
transformed electronically, purely musical information mulched into real-time narration, and visual imagery beamed
around the hall. The three narrators all portray different aspects of the Washington myth from which Reynolds also
makes a sonic drama – their words overlap, symbolising how different aspects of Washington’s personality and
thinking work in unison. 

Reynolds has said that Washington’s words, ‘I believe all things will come out right at last, but...the people must
feel before they will see’, could stand as an epigram for his work – but replace the word ‘see’ with ‘hear’ and this is
an aphorism that could stand as one for his whole career. Recent compositions like FLiGHT I: Imagining (2012-15)
for string quartet and electronics, imagE/violin & imAge/violin (2015) for solo violin and Shifting/Drifting (2015) for
solo violin and a computer musician, who processes fragmenting physical violin music into what Reynolds calls a
‘sonic fog’, are all tactile and sculptural, like invitations to take a walk around sound. Reynolds has spoken out
against performances of new music that are basic ‘readings’ of a score. He is motivated to cultivate long
relationships with musicians – whether Steven Schick and, in the case of these recent string pieces, Irvine Arditti;
composer and instrumentalist stepping into each other’s worlds, feeling towards new ways of hearing through
mutual listening and discussion. 

REYNOLDS ON DISC Representing Reynolds on three key recordings 

Sanctuary Steven Schick perc red fish blue fish Mode (1/12) Reynolds’s masterpiece, where percussion
instruments are made to sing. Coconino…a shattered landscape, etc Arditti Quartet Montaigne Naïve (12/00) This
disc documents a lifetime of ideas exchanged and explored between composer and performers. Whispers Out Of
Time: Works for Orchestra Various orchestras Mode Reynolds reconfigures basic principles and understandings:
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